ABSTRACT Intelligent organization of the traffic flow at an urban intersection is fundamentally important in intelligent transportation systems. Because of their low-cost deployment and convenient maintenance, wireless devices attract more attention against traditional devices, e.g., ground loops and road cameras. This paper targets to provide a vehicle-efficient check-in at a roadside unit (RSU) installed at an urban intersection through wireless communication, which means that each vehicle exchanges information with the RSU while traveling past the intersection. While this seems simple, it is nontrivial because fast-moving vehicles limit the lifetime of their packets and the RSU suffers from mutual interference caused by other mobile devices. Especially, the communication background environment is complex and highly dynamic. To address the challenges, we design a wireless check-in protocol with flexible parameters on the basis of the IEEE 802.11 protocols. The protocol leverages a vector auto-regressive and moving average model and reinforcement learning to dynamic environment adaptation. Moreover, a fine-grained tuning method based on an exponential smoothing algorithm is applied on the RSU side to further improve the check-in efficiency. We evaluate the proposed check-in protocol by combining the real urban road intersection data, collected in Shenzhen and Shanghai, with a simulation of urban mobility (SUMO) and an NS-3 network simulator. Its usage brings about 10% improvement in both check-in ratio and packet reception ratio in comparison with the IEEE 802.11p. It also can act as a basic component for various real-time information services.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Urban Mobility Report [1] shows that traffic congestion in 2011 caused urban Americans to travel 5.5 billion extra hours and to purchase 2.9 billion extra gallons of fuel. Irrational traffic flow control [2] is one of the main factors that lead to such congestion in urban cities. Hence, a common operation to deal with it is to monitor traffic flow, and report any congestion to traffic dispatchers.
Many Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS), e.g., SCATS [3] , are developed in the world-famous cities to control road traffic flow, e.g., traffic flow monitoring [4] , velocity measurement [5] , and road condition monitoring [6] . The existing studies about traffic flow are divided into two categories. One is device-free. Researchers process big historical traffic data, e.g., GPS signals, collected from special vehicles, e.g., taxies and buses, [7] of a road segment, then estimate its traffic flow pattern by machine-learning algorithms. These methods avoid the cost of the devices, but the accuracy of their estimation results cannot be guaranteed. The other one is to utilize the devices on the road or at the roadside to measure traffic flow. A commonly used device is a ground loop detector [8] . It is buried in the traffic lane to detect whether a vehicle runs through it [9] . However, its easy damage and considerable cost influence its wide adoption and effects. A direct device is a road camera. It is installed above or along the road to record vehicle behavior in videos for various purposes, e.g., License Plate Recognition [10] . Then, a video processing technology [11] , [12] is applied to obtain traffic flow. Nevertheless, it can be severely affected by bad weather and generates large amounts of data. Moreover, these existing methods cannot yet provide precise real-time traffic information to an individual driver.
Currently, wireless communication technology, e.g., Dedicated Short-Range Communications (DSRC) [13] , [14] and LTE-V [15] , provides the support for vehicle-toinfrastructure (V2I) and vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication [16] . In the area of urban road intersection monitoring as shown in Fig. 1 , through a wireless channel, RSU could discover the passing vehicles to obtain traffic flow. A technical barrier to obstruct the connections between RSUs and vehicles is due to transmission collision. For instance, in Fig. 1 , the transmission collision occurs when more than one vehicle transmits packets to one RSU at the same time.
More importantly, dynamic environment [17] , [18] aggravates the complexity of collision avoidance. We can classify urban intersection environments into: background environment and wireless one. The former is relatively stable, which can be described by surrounding buildings, average flow, local weather and so on. These elements have a change trends, and can be estimated. The latter is changed because of various factors, e.g., traffic light, vehicles' behavior, and pedestrians. These changes may lead a broken link, which affects timely traffic flow monitoring. Their impacts are often elusive. Traditional discovery protocols use a well-designed schedule with fixed parameters, which cannot achieve the stable discovery efficiency under both mentioned environments. Hence, a flexible strategy is required to handle a dynamic environment.
This paper focuses on the efficient check-in of urban vehicles at a local RSU (exchange information between vehicles and RSUs) when they travel through an intersection. We propose a wireless check-in protocol for urban vehicles and local RSUs at a road intersection to reduce delivery collisions and to adapt to a dynamic environment. Its core idea is to adjust its parameters as traffic environment changes, thereby achieving high discovery efficiency and few transmission collisions. To adapt to the background environment change, we leverage a Vector Auto-Regressive and Moving Average (VARMA) model to coming traffic potential estimation at regular time intervals. The term traffic potential stands for the degree of traffic flow. VARMA [19] shows strong adaptability in trend analysis, which could give an accurate estimation about the background environment. Since a wireless environment is complex for us to find its latent regulation, we apply a reinforcement learning [20] , [21] method to make its parameters handle the changes by themselves. From the well-design of the value function and iteration procedure, a series of optimal parameters can be generated for different wireless environments. Besides, various real-time services can be provided by RSU for a single driver through the useful information carried by communication packets, e.g., real-time traffic situations from neighbor intersections. The traffic dispatchers can thus obtain the precise traffic flow information. We note that the security and reliability of check-in information can be guaranteed by various privacy methods [22] , [23] .
The main contributions of this work are as follows:
1) It proposes a check-in protocol, which is a fundamental component in wireless communication at urban intersections. It reduces transmission collisions by self-adjusting its parameters on basis of variable surroundings. Both traffic dispatchers and urban drivers can benefit from such timely and efficient information exchange via the protocol.
2) It designs a three-step flexible discovery strategy, integrating k-means clustering, VARMA and reinforcement learning and exponential smoothing algorithms to fit dynamic environments (background and wireless ones). The strategy assigns the ranges of parameters based on background environment estimation with k-means clustering and VARMA, and enables its parameters to perform self-adjustment under a changing wireless environment by using reinforcement learning and exponential smoothing algorithms.
3) It updates accurately and promptly a real-time traffic situation by using the proposed check-in protocol the contents in transmission packet are carefully designed such that different types of packets are implanted with different useful information, e.g., plate number, scheduling parameters, and neighbor traffic situation, to realize low-cost communication.
4) It evaluates the proposed protocol on an urban intersection platform with real taxi data collected at Shenzhen and Shanghai in China. We analyze the data at 8 different intersections in two cities to simulate vehicle flow. The mobility of vehicles is modeled with simulation of urban mobility (SUMO), which is a simulator for urban mobility [24] . We utilize NS-3 as a network simulator [25] to model wireless environment. The results show that our protocol performs about 10% better in both check-in ratio and packet reception ratio than IEEE 802.11p.
The rest of paper is organized as follows: Section II summarizes the state-of-the-art researches on wireless communication in vehicular networks. Section III gives an overview of the proposed check-in protocol. A flexible discovery strategy is presented in Section IV. Section V describes the design of transmission packets. In Section VI, we evaluate the performance of the proposed protocol. Section VII concludes this paper.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we review the recent studies about the wireless communication in vehicular networks at MAC layer, especially under the urban intersection environment.
In a vehicular network, efficient and flexible communication among mobile devices, e.g., on-board devices, smartphones and RSUs, is a basic requirement for traffic monitoring and information services. Vehicular ad hoc networks (VANET) [26] - [28] provide a wireless platform to meet the requirement and become a recent research hotspot. In addition, the Dedicated Short-Range Communication (DSRC) [13] , [14] and LTE-V [15] provide the technical support of vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) [29] and vehicleto-vehicle (V2V) communication [16] .
Especially, in the MAC layer, the researchers investigate MAC schemes to achieve efficiency and reliable communication in VANET due to its strong mobility characteristic [17] , [30] . The recent work can be classified into two parts: universal framework, and special MAC schemes.
Some researchers propose a universal framework or strategy, including, PHY layer design, MAC layer design and routing Layer design to improve the communication efficiency and reliability in the macroscopical aspects, such as V2X communication system proposed in [31] . Palazzi et al. [32] proposed an inter-vehicular communication architecture for both safety and entertainment. Du et al. [33] propose a well-designed sampling rule based on the intrinsic relationship between unevenness of samples and traffic estimation error. Obviously, the universal framework or strategy cannot adapt to all traffic scenarios, e.g., highway, intersection, tunnel and bridge.
The rest of researchers try to improve the existing protocols in the MAC layer to vehicular scenarios. The major studies include the improvement of a channelization schedule, such as time division multiple access (TDMA), space division multiple access (SDMA), and code division multiple access (CDMA), and that of IEEE 802.11p. Hafeez et al. [34] propose a distributed multichannel and mobilityaware cluster-based MAC (DMMAC) protocol based on IEEE 802.11p by considering the multi-channel scheduling among the clustered vehicles to guarantee reliable and lowdelay connections in vehicular applications. Wang et al. [35] take a channel coordination mechanism into account, and propose an IEEE 802.11p-Based MAC scheme to serve the road safety applications. Alternatively, VeMAC [36] , as a TDMAbased MAC protocol, is designed for reliable broadcast. In VeMAC, the authors assign disjoint sets of timeslots for both vehicles from different orientations and RSUs to reduce transmission collisions. Bazzi et al. [37] propose a orthogonal frequency-division multiple-access (OFDMA)-based MAC protocol, to improve the data rate. These protocols focus on finding the fine-grained methods to improve the efficiency without considering the environmental changes.
Besides, for the wireless communication under the urban road environment, there are few investigations. The authors introduce a Bayesian game-theoretic approach to avoid a portion of collisions [38] . The nodes transmit packets depending on the channel gain. However, it is not suitable for intersection check-in, since there should be communications between vehicles and RSUs regardless of the values of the channel gain. Some others analyze the characteristics in the special scenarios, e.g., highway, intersection, tunnel and bridge. Ma et al. [39] proposed a distributive cross-layer scheme for the safety-related services in highway. Lai et al. [40] gave a secure incentive scheme to achieve cooperative downloading in highway. These investigations pay much attention to the security of message delivery. Authors in [18] propose a neighborhood sensing component to establish V2V or V2I connections by using geographical and topological information. It mainly works for the route discovery.
To the best of our knowledge, our protocol is the first adaptive wireless check-in protocol for urban intersections by taking into account varying traffic environments.
III. OVERVIEW OF PROPOSED CHECK-IN PROTOCOL
In this section, we take an overview of a check-in protocol. Fig. 1 gives a general environment of an urban intersection. Traffic information can be exchanged among vehicles, RSUs and a data center. A check-in process is described as a vehicle reporting to RSU on arrival at an urban intersection. Our protocol mainly pays attention to the check-in efficiency, i.e., how fast a vehicle checks in. Real-time traffic flow update is also considered in the protocol design. To improve the efficiency, a flexible discovery strategy is proposed based on IEEE 802.11 protocols, as shown in Fig. 2 , It contains three steps: environment sensing, schedule learning and parameter tuning.
• Environment sensing We divide time into several fixed time periods, and use a factor vector to denote a real-time traffic condition in each period. In the evaluation, the time period is set to be one hour. Those traffic conditions from historical data are clustered into several categories by a k-means algorithm. Each group is marked as a traffic potential. Then, the protocol utilizes VARMA to estimate the coming traffic condition in the next time period, because it works well on analyzing the time series data and can output a coarse-grained estimation result according to historical data. Hence, RSU foresees the traffic potential by matching the estimation result with the clustering categories. Note that the data center takes charge of this step, and the other steps are done at the RSU.
• Schedule Learning A reinforcement learning method is designed to find the optimal protocol parameters in the time period, which can fit dynamic environment well. In the learning method, we establish a state set and action set according to the ranges of the parameter (the ranges are different because of different traffic potentials) and design a reward funtion, while an Adaptive Dynamic Programming (ADP) algorithm is applied to construct the value function. The vehicles can be informed of their parameters from RSU at the previous intersection through the communications between two neighboring RSUs. Besides, the conflicts of the information about neighboring RSUs will be considered in the future work.
• Parameter Tuning We fine-tune the transmission parameter at the RSU side with the exponential smoothing algorithm to further improve the efficiency.
In addition, the protocol updates the real-time nearby traffic information for on-board devices. For example, in Fig. 1 , the device from vehicle V cannot obtain the traffic conditions of the neighboring intersections if V only checks in at an RSU without such information exchange. Different from the applications on a smartphone, which offer the information based on the historical data, the traffic information collected from each RSU is more precise and of higher real-time performance. In Section V, we carefully design the contents of different transmission packets to provide this service.
In Section VI, we build the simulative scenario by combining the real traffic datasets from 8 intersections in Shanghai and Shenzhen with the vehicular network simulator named SUMO [24] , [41] . Moreover, our protocol is applied on the NS-3 network simulator under the scenario to evaluate its performance.
IV. DISCOVERY STRATEGY
As mentioned in Section III, the design of the discovery strategy involves three parts: environment sensing, schedule learning and parameter tuning.
A. ENVIRONMENT SENSING
This step is applied at the control center, and a factor vector is created to describe a traffic condition during each time period at an urban intersection. We construct the vector, denoted as f, with three factors: the number of check-in vehicles, average speed among the check-in vehicles, and weather condition. Through a data server, the historical information of an intersection is collected and utilized to construct the corresponding vector.
Then, we apply the k-means algorithm to cluster these historical factor vectors into different categories, which means different traffic potentials. Next, we estimate the current traffic condition and put it into an appropriate category. Since the historical information is in the form of time series, we apply an estimation method based on VARMA. The estimated factor vector in the (t + 1)-th time period is determined by p previous traffic conditions and q previous errors between the estimated values and their corresponding real values:
where α, β, p and q are model parameters, and ε denotes an error.
From historical information, we construct the factor vectors from time 1 to t. We utilize a two-step regression method to train parameters α and β. In the first step, we derive Akaike information criterion (AIC) to estimate the rank of the auto-regression model p and autoregressive coefficients ( φ 1 , . . . , φ p ). We calculate the residuals to obtain ε. Then, we derive original least squares (OLS) to estimate α and β with the following objective function:
where K = max( p, p, q), N denotes the maximum number of factor vectors. Thanks to the k-means clustering algorithm, each category, denoted as c, has its cluster central vector f c . We calculate the distances between the estimated vector and all the central vectors. The estimated vector belongs to the category with the minimum distance, as follows:
where | − → * | denotes the Euclidean distance between two vectors, and C denotes the set of the categories.
B. SCHEDULE LEARNING
From the environment sensing step, we obtain the estimation of the current traffic potential. It is easy to know that different potentials result in different check-in efficiency. Even in the same traffic potential, there are still many factors to impact the efficiency, for example, the traffic lights and accidental events. Therefore, to adapt the environment, our protocol applies a reinforcement learning-based method to find an optimal policy for adjusting the protocol parameters for each traffic potential. The optimal policy is a series of parameter adjustments, to make vehicles checked in as efficiently as possible with an appropriate schedule. The protocol divides a time period into slots, and changes its parameters once at the beginning of each slot according to the selected policy. Fig. 3 displays the packet delivery of the check-in process between an RSU and two vehicles. The blocks in different textures, e.g., light color and dark color, denote the different types of packets. There are mainly four types of the packets: discovery, probe, response and acknowledge. One is the time interval between two consecutive discovery detections for RSU, denoted as t d . The other two are the intervals between two consecutive probe request attempts and response attempts for vehicles. Let t p and t r represent these two parameters, respectively.
Under each traffic potential, we give the bounds of each protocol parameter based on the values in its factor vectors and the transmission frequency of devices. RSU should broadcast enough discovery packets to ensure that a vehicle receives one packet when passing the intersection without considering collisions. are generated by the maximum transmission frequency. We set a constant for each parameter, which reflects the minimum adjustment. Let d, p and r denote the adjustment, which are positive numbers. Because the parameters can be adjusted in two directions, we let ± denote increment and decrement.
According to the bounds and adjustments, we obtain a state set for the parameters, denoted as S. Each element of S consists of three parameters (t d , t p , t r ). We assume the initial state is s 0 = t
. Each state in S can be arrived through several minimum adjustments from the initial state. Then, we build an action set A = {s i → s j |s i , s j ∈ S}. The action is regarded as that the parameters are adjusted from one state to another. To combine the actions with the states, we construct a state transition matrix P to describe the probability of each action, while the initial probabilities from one certain state to others are the same.
A reward function is required to judge whether the action helps one improve the check-in efficiency. To measure the check-in efficiency, we introduce an efficiency function. We apply the step at the RSU side, since neither the data server nor the control center can obtain the more precise information than local RSUs. RSU collects the number of discovery packets transmitted (n dis ), number of acknowledge packets sent (n ack ), number of response packets received (n rec ) and number of collision packets received (n col ). In Fig. 3 , when a collision occurs, RSU receives a collision packet with incomplete information. Besides, RSU counts the total number of the packets during a time slot, which is inextricably dependent on with allowable energy consumption and achievable channel utilization, denoted as n pkt . Reducing n pkt may avoid possible collisions when there are some other packets in the channel. The efficiency function is:
where G(s, a) denotes the efficiency gain at state s while doing action a. Note that n ack n dis reflects the efficiency that RSU discovers vehicles, and n rec (n rec + n col ) shows the packet reception ratio. Hence, the reward function is designed as the difference between the current and previous efficiency results as follows:
where G(s , a ) denotes the efficiency gain in the previous time slot. Furthermore, a value function is generated based on ADP as follows:
where p sa (s ) denotes the probability of state s to s with the action a, and γ is the discounted factor (0 < γ < 1). We start a learning step from the initial state s 0 in each traffic potential. The parameters are adjusted with one of the actions during each time slot. In the evaluation, RSUs train the learning model until V (s) converge to V * (s). Hence, we obtain the optimal policy π at a time slot:
Furthermore, the state transmission matrix is updated with maximum likelihood estimation with a period of time. In the evaluation, we set the duration as one day. The value of the new probability p sa (s ) is given as follows: p sa (s ) = number of times from s to s with action a number of times taking action a at state s .
C. PARAMETER TUNING
Since the parameters are fixed in a time slot, there still remains space to improve the check-in efficiency. We design a tuning method for RSU to do so because of the great uncertainty of traffic flow (changes continually and accidentally) in an intersection. This step only focuses on the parameters at the RSU side. RSU further divides a time slot into several timeslices. At the beginning of each timeslice, it adjusts its transmission parameter according to the previous check-in efficiency.
Since the check-in information is collected by RSU, we construct a vector to store it, denoted as h = {n dis , n ack , n col }. The step needs RSU to adjust its protocol quickly, while the historical data size is limited. Therefore, we utilize the exponential smoothing algorithm to estimate check-in results obtained by RSU during the next timeslice. The estimated vector at timeslice t + 1 is:
where h t is the real result at timeslice t, and h t is the estimated one. δ is a smoothing constant, satisfying 0 < δ < 1. Then, we tune t d by considering the real results in the previous timeslice and estimated values. In a common sense, if more discovery or acknowledge packets need be sent, the transmission interval should be reduced. In contrast, if more collision packets are received, it should be prolonged. The parameter before a timeslice is tuned.
where t b , n dis , n ack and n col denote the parameter and the real results at the previous timeslice, respectively; and n dis , n ack and n col denote the estimated values.
V. DESIGN OF TRANSMISSION PACKETS
In this section, we describe the contents of packets in a checkin process, shown in Fig. 3 . The packets between vehicles and an RSU should not only be as small as possible, but also carry useful information. The simple structure of a MAC packet is shown in Table 1 . Note that ''DestAddr'' and ''SrcAddr'' denote a destination address and source one. Since the constructions of these packets are similar, their contents are our focus. • Discovery Packet A discovery packet is used to discover vehicles from RSU. The latter broadcasts such packets periodically. To save energy and reduce latency, the information part needs to be simple and short. We set it as the road Id. Another goal of such packet is to tell a vehicle about optimal parameters. Hence, we add ''PRM'' and two optimal parameters t p and t r into the content (''PRM'' is short for the parameter). The length of the information part is no longer than 50 octets.
• Probe Packet A probe packet comes from vehicle nodes, which is used to detect whether there is a discovery packet in the channel. If possible, the vehicle knows an intersection is around and starts to send the response packet.
• Response Packet A response packet is to respond to a discovery packet from RSU. The plate number is contained in it. The necessary length is 8 octets except the MAC header and check part, since a plate number is less than 8 numbers or letters. Hence, RSU knows which vehicle has passed the road segment.
• Acknowledge Packet An acknowledge packet is applied to make the vehicles aware that the response packet is transmitted successfully. Furthermore, we insert traffic environments of its neighbor intersections into such packet. As described in Section IV, a traffic environment contains three types of information (factor vector). Generally, there are four intersections near an intersection. The maximum length is 100 octets.
VI. EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate our protocol by comparing its check-in performance with IEEE 802.11p. We fist give an introduction to two real datasets and simulators. Then, we show comprehensive experimental results.
A. DATASETS AND SIMULATOR

1) DATASETS
Two real datasets are used in the evaluation to build the intersection environment. The first one is from ShenZhen, China, which collects the GPS points of 13, 798 taxicabs from 0 : 00, April 18th to 12 : 00, April 26th in 2011. The other one collects 13, 742 taxicabs' GPS points from April 1st to 30th, 2015, in Shanghai, China. Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b) give the maps of the downtown areas in two datasets.
We choose four intersections as the main experimental objects for each city, which are labeled as I 1 -I 8 , as shown in the small satellite maps [42] in Fig. 4 . In addition, the dataset in Shenzhen does not have the weather information. The factor vectors constructed from I 1 to I 4 contain two elements only. In contrast, the weather information (for example, temperature, wind speed, and rainfall) is collected every 3 hours in a day for each area in Shanghai. In this paper, we only use temperature value to indicate the weather condition.
The first step is map matching, which is to preprocess the taxi datasets. We use the algorithm in [43] to reduce the matching errors. Fig. 5(a) displays the average results for each intersection in map matching. The lines mean the average number of GPS points and the average number of taxies mapped at each intersection in a day, respectively. Since the datasets collect only taxies' information, we get the simulative traffic flow by multiplying a coefficient with the collected taxi flow data in each dataset to estimate overall traffic flow. In the experiment, coefficients for Shenzhen and Shanghai are 50 and 10, respectively. They are estimated based on the proportion of the taxies among the all vehicles on the road.
2) SIMULATORS
We utilize SUMO [24] , [41] to model the mobility of vehicles. For each selected intersection, we add additional vehicles into the simulator according to the simulative traffic flow. Except VOLUME 6, 2018 the taxicabs in real data, we set additional vehicles arriving at the intersection following a Poisson process. Furthermore, we guarantee that the average velocities of the taxicabs in the real data remain unchanged, while that of the others are under the road speed limit. In the simulation, the duration of the red/green lights is set to be 60 seconds in Shenzhen, while the traffic lights information is provided in the dataset of Shanghai. An example of a simulative environment by SUMO is shown in Fig. 5(b) .
Next, we introduce NS-3 [25] to model the wireless communication between RSUs and vehicles. To configure the underlying communication, we set the familiar transmission technology called orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) at the physics layer. The channel width is set to be 10 MHz. The basic parameters of the 10 MHz OFDM channel are shown in Table 2 [26]. The evaluation of a check-in protocol is performed based on the environments built by the datasets and simulators. The mean absolute error (MAE) is utilized to describe the accuracy, which is obtained between the estimated values and the ground truth. Following equation shows the calculation of the MAE.
where e i denotes the ith error between simulated value and the ground truth, and n means the number of the simulated samples.
B. ENVIRONMENT SENSING
According to Section IV, the environment sensing step includes traffic potential clustering and traffic condition estimation. We use the data from SUMO to construct the factor vectors. In VARMA, we set p = q = 8 for the simulative environments in Shenzhen and p = q = 24 for that in Shanghai, by considering the computational complexity. To validate the accuracy of the estimation, we let the simulative results of the last day in Shenzhen and that of the last week in Shanghai as the ground truth. In Shenzhen, we input the data (check-in vehicles and average speed) of first 7 days into the model to estimate that of the last day. Then, we calculate the MAE every four hours. Fig. 6(a) , and Fig. 6(c) give the estimated results of the check-in vehicles and the average speed compared with the ground truth, respectively. Meanwhile, we train the data of previous 23 days to estimate that of the last week in Shanghai. Fig. 6(b) shows the MAE of check-in vehicles each day, while that of the average speed is given in Fig. 6(d) . Besides, since the weather information is available in Shanghai data, the weather condition estimation is added in the VARMA model together with the other two elements. The MAE result is shown in Fig. 7 . From the results, we find that the MAE of the estimations for check-in vehicles are from 0 to 5 during every four hours in Shenzhen, while that are from 3 to 15 during each day in Shanghai. The estimations are fairly accurate for the situation that about 300 vehicles per hour at an intersection in Shenzhen and about 20, 000 vehicles per day in the Shanghai data. Moreover, the MAE of the average speed estimations are around 1.5 m/s per hour at the intersections in Shenzhen and around 6 m/s per day in Shanghai. Within the velocity range from 0 to 60 m/s, the average speed is harder to estimate compared with the other two factors, since it is accidental and the source data is coarse. Besides, the estimation of weather condition is quite precise, and the MAE value is within 1 centigrade.
In the clustering step, we set the number of the categories to be 5 and 10 for both Shenzhen and Shanghai and see the difference. Section IV. We find that 5 categories are enough to reflect the different levels of traffic environment. Hence, we apply another two steps based on the clustering results of 5 traffic potentials.
C. EFFICIENT PERFORMANCE
With the help of the evaluation results of environment sensing, we apply schedule learning and parameter tuning to improve the check-in efficiency under each traffic potential. We give the parameter settings in an experiment in advance. Then, the performance of check-in efficiency, including check-in ratio and packet reception ratio are to be shown to indicate the advantages of our protocol. 
1) PARAMETER SETTINGS
RSU receives the estimation of the traffic condition in next 1 hour in the experiment. We divide the time interval (1 hour) into k time slots to find optimal series of the parameters, which is described in Section IV. Here, we set K = 4, 6, and 12. The durations of a time slot are 15 min, 10 min, and 5 min in order. The initial parameters are 0.1024, 0.5, and 0.05 for t d , t p , and t r , respectively. In a learning model, the discounted factor is set to be 0.99. In the evaluation, the ranges and minimum adjustments d, p and r are shown in Table 3 . Hence, there are 1500 states and actions. Besides, a time slot consists of several timeslices. Here, we set two different durations of timeslices: 0.5 min and 1 min. We label it as N . VOLUME 6, 2018 FIGURE 9. The packet reception ratio of shenzhen data. 
2) DISCOVERY EFFICIENCY
We apply three different schedules: Naive, ES-Checkin and EST-Checkin. The naive schedule is set to be the discovery scheme in IEEE 802.11p. Meanwhile, the ES-Checkin schedule contains only the environment sensing and schedule learning steps. EST-Checkin schedule adds parameter tuning results to the ES-Checkin schedule.
We compare their performances in packet reception ratio, which describes the proportion of successful transmitted packets between vehicles and RSU at an intersection. Figures 9 and 10 show the average package reception ratio in all traffic potentials at each intersection when K = 12 and N = 0.5. The choice of the parameters about the time slot duration and the timeslice length is discussed in Section VI-C.3.
For the intersections from I 1 to I 4 in Shenzhen, we calculate the average ratio once an hour, while we calculate that once a day for the intersections in Shanghai. From the figures, we find that the check-in ratio of an EST-Checkin schedule could achieve about 97%, which performs better than an ES-Checkin schedule and naive one. Furthermore, the average packet reception ratios for each intersection is shown in Fig. 11 . The ratio of the naive schedule is about 86%. Our schedule could improve the ratio to 96%. 
3) PARAMETER CHOICE
There are two parameters, K and N , to decide the duration of the time slot and that of the timeslice, respectively. Here, we need to find their appropriate values. Fig. 12 shows the performance of the packet reception ratio at different intersections with various K and N . The horizontal axis is the intersection's serial number, and the vertical one is the average improvement percentage of the packet reception ratio by comparing the EST-Checkin schedule with the naive schedule. From the figure, we find that the average improvement is higher when K = 12 and N = 0.5 than the other K and N combinations.
D. TIME CONSUMPTION ANALYSIS
To evaluate the additional cost of our protocol (for example, clustering cost and estimation cost), we should consider the time consumption in the environment sensing step. The calculation of the reinforcement learning is not considered, because we do the convergence process offline in the evaluation. Moreover, we ignore the time consumption in the parameter tuning step, since the calculation is rather simple. Fig. 13(a) shows the time consumption in the traffic condition clustering, where c = 5 and c = 10 mean clustering into 5 and 10 categories, respectively. Obviously, it takes more time to process the data in Shanghai, since it has three factors. Fig. 13(b) displays the time consumption in the traffic condition estimation via VARMA. It is easy to find the average estimation time to obtain average speed is longer than that of check-in vehicles, since the data format of the average speed is a floating number while that of the checkin vehicles is integer. In addition, the consumption of the weather condition estimation is relatively shorter than the average speed estimation because the source data size of the temperature is less than that of the average speed.
Besides, we compare the service latency between the naive and EST-Checkin schedules. The service latency denotes the time span between transmitting a reception packet and receiving an acknowledge packet for a vehicle. We randomly select 45 vehicles at intersection I 5 in Shanghai to measure the service latency during the evaluation days. The results are shown in Fig. 14 . We find that the EST-Checkin schedule performs a slightly better than the naive schedule.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we propose a wireless check-in protocol based on IEEE 802.11 protocols to improve the check-in efficiency between vehicles and local RSUs when the vehicles travel through an urban intersection. Since the efficiency is limited due to the fixed parameter in traditional protocols, the intuition of our protocol is to adapt to the dynamic traffic environment with flexible parameters on both vehicle and RSU sides. In the protocol, we integrate the VARMA model and reinforcement learning to achieve flexible parameters with changing circumstances. VARMA is used to estimate the coming traffic condition in a fixed time interval, while a reinforcement learning method is applied to find an optimal series of parameters to handle the traffic potential well. Besides, we tune the transmission parameters minutely at the RSU side to achieve higher check-in efficiency. To validate the advantages of the proposed check-in protocol, the evaluation combines real urban road intersection data (Shanghai and Shenzhen) with wireless vehicular communication simulators. In the evaluation, our protocol brings more than 10% improvement in check-in ratio, while achieving about 95% in packet reception ratio.
In the future, we plan to consider the relationship between neighboring road segments and energy-efficient design [44] , [45] in the lower layer to further improve the check-in efficiency.
